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Watch Ben10 Flashes Online - Watch Movies, Tv Shows, Animes And More Online.I’m in my first year of graduation from school, and am (sober, and hopefully
anemic, and less pudgy) much more likely to post than in years past. I’ve also got a 100% jobless recovery—unless you count unemployment as a job—and an

economy that doesn’t even feel like it has a job recovery, but more like the economy is just coasting on fumes, just waiting for everything to blow up again. The
job market is still absolutely horrible for new grads. My degree is in music therapy and has nothing to do with The Real Economy. I cannot pay rent with my

degree, and my girlfriend cannot even get a job (though she has a few interviews lined up). It was earlier this week that I posted an article to Facebook about the
insufficient state of our economy. A friend of mine read it, posted a short (but heartbreaking) comment of her own, and suggested I post some poems on here. I

had no idea how to start, but I remember being inspired in high school, to translate into words things I had been feeling and thinking. This friend’s comment
started me thinking of old poems I’d written and then lost, poems that were trapped in my subconscious or imperfectly thought through, that I had all but

forgotten about. I began writing some poems, and keeping them in a file on my desktop. Last night, I finally decided it was time to share. So here they are, the
companion to my article about the insufficient state of the economy. I hope that in the months and years to come, some of you will find yourself in the same

circumstances as I did. Homes, rotted by you, Where the rats crawl through our windows, barking for food. Our neighbors still go to work every day or see
friends who do. Young blood, like us forget that there’s a thing called a recession. There will be another. Another time our houses will splay across the street like

writhing serpents. What will your sons and daughters say when they’ve had children of their own? They’ll ask When will it end?
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